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Penetrating Drain Opener and Maintainer

Positive action ... penetrates and dissolves sludge build-up for complete cleaning of slow drains;
clears clogged drains.

Non-fuming ... odorless in concentrate; generates no objectionable fumes while actinig.
Non-acid ... safer to use than muriatic or sulphuric acid formulations; harmless to plumbing, septic

tanks or cesspools.
Economical ... regular use prevents sludge build-up; keeps drains running freely; reduces down time

and eliminates service calls.

As a matter of fact ... drains should never plug! Any reasonable engineered building starts with the
smallest diameter pipe at the drain opening and flows into increasingly larger pipes on its journey to
the sewer. Therefore, anything that goes down a drain should pass through it. In practice, drains do
plug. Over a period of time soaps, fats and grease, accumulate on pipe walls and act as a matrix to
form food scraps, lint and hair into a soft sludge. As the accumulatioins builds, water flow slows and
even more solids adhere. Eventually tha drain slows to a trickle and then stops.

Ordinary drain cleaners rely on caustic to burn a hole in the blockage that allows water to pass, but
leaves much of the accumulation in the pipe to start the clogging process over again.

Wayne Drain-Tane is different! Drain-Tane contains penetrants to carry the active ingredients into
and through sludge accumulations. In minutes, Drain-Tane begins to convert insoluble fats into water
solule form. Soon the blockage loosens and drainage begins. Water flow increases as the saturated
mass flushes harmlessly away. Drains run free and stay free with aminumum of maintenance.

Here’s how Drain-Tane works

1. Drain line coated with sludge and blocked at the trap.
2. Ordinary drain cleaner sinks to bottom of trap ... does not attack

accumulation on side walls. Opens drain but leaves sludge on side
walls to restrict flow.

3. Wayne Drain-Tane penetrates sludge ... converts grease to soap ...
rinses away leaving drains free and clear.
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